
*Note, You’ll obviously need to have their First Name and an amount filled out in the Death Benefit 
field for this to work (see in the first line it inserts a death benefit amount).  What I do is when the 
lead comes in from my site, if it’s a Compulife lead, the FIRST amount they were getting a quote on 
transfers into Vam.  Michael at Vam can capture this amount, create a policy for the client (only for 
the purposes of emailing them), and then use the Death Benefit from that policy in the emails.  You 
could also work things into your scripts like the date received or the type of policy they were looking 
at. 
 
This is the 3rd email they get, and it gets sent 6 days after their initial quote request.   
 
 
 
Subject: Client_First_Name – A few health questions to help with your quote 
 
Hi Client_First_Name, 
I've tried calling a couple times now regarding your request for a life insurance quote for Death_Benefit 
at my website, Term Life Insurance U.S., but have not been able to reach you. 
 
Since I haven't heard from you, would you be so kind to just answer the following few questions so I 
can give you an accurate quote? 
 
1. Have you used any form of tobacco in the past 5 years? If so, what type? 
2. What is your height and weight? 
3. Do you have any medical conditions, and if so, what medications and treatments were prescribed? 
4. Have any members of your immediate family been diagnosed with Heart Disease, Cancer or Diabetes 
prior to age 60? 
5. Do you travel internationally? 
6. Do you have any hazards in your work or play? 
7. Do you have a clean driving record? 
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